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Here's a cute Luigi story chapter dat i made when i waz bored.....plz enjoy there will be more later....^-^
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1 - Meet da Marios

*Clears throat* Chapter 1…..Meet the Marios!!!^__^

One lovely morning Luigi was sound asleep while Mario was reading the new bills that he had received
in the mail. Wait. I’m going too far here, some of you might not know who Mario and Luigi are! Well,
Mario and Luigi are brothers. They live in a weird place called the Mushroom Kingdom. They are also
the protectors of the Mushroom Kingdom. But the oddest thing of all is that Mario and Luigi are
plumbers, as well. Mario is the older brother; he is shorter and chubbier than his younger brother Luigi.
Mario is also more responsible then Luigi. You see, Mario had always been the perfect one in the family.
He could do everything right, while Luigi usually seemed to get things wrong. Mario had always got
straight A''s at school; Luigi hadn''t quite managed to do that in every subject. Mario was an expert
plumber; Luigi still had much to learn. Mario was the hero, Luigi was just his side-kick... in fact, the list
was probably endless, and Luigi thought no-one really appreciated him. Even down in the Mushroom
Kingdom, it was clear who the Princess of the Mushroom Kingdom (Princess Peach) preferred.
(Mario…..). Even Bowser (Mario’s arch enemy) wasn''t half as distressed about Luigi as he was of Mario.
Luigi''s only consolation was that he was better looking than his brother. He was tall and thin and had
dark hair and blue eyes. But that didn’t help the fact that he was unwanted. He had even helped Mario
in a few adventures…But Mario always seemed to get all the glory…But sometimes Luigi was unaware
that his brother appreciated him, even though Luigi didn’t always behave or wash his hair in the bath
tub every day Mario loved Luigi like a good older brother should…..but you get the point, right? Well, if
you don’t Too Bad!!!! We’re going back to the other story…….
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